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Get help sorting out the 
variables of your fi nances. 

Let one of our experienced consultants help you through 
the intricacies of retirement planning. Get guidance on 
how to pursue your fi nancial goals.

Call 1-800-732-8353 today to set up 
an appointment with a TIAA-CREF consultant.

TP
Tax Planning

RF
Retirement Savings Fair

IP
Investor Psychology

CS
College Savings

IM
Inside Money

IW
Investing for Women

TD
Tax-Deferred Savings

IQ
Financial Challenge

I2
Investing 201

PS
Personal Savings

RT
Retirement 101

A one-on-one session can be invaluable 
in planning for your future.
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endnotes

CALCULATING CALTECH: We asked alumni to provide us with an equation  
to sum up their Caltech experience, reminding them—of course—to define their variables.  
Here is what some of them came up with.

Caltech = excellence
E = mc2

When you go to Caltech,  
you create infinite  
possibilities for yourself.

sums up Caltech: rational, 
irrational, real, complex, whole, 
natural, positive, negative.

ΔS < 0
where S is entropy. Although, as we  
know, entropy tends to increase in any  
closed system, locally we may assert  
that Caltech brings order out of  
disorder, knowledge out of ignorance.

My equation for Caltech is the simple  
exponential formula, y = ex. For me, it implies 
the explosive amount of knowledge that  
continues to accumulate and accelerate. 

as in exponential accumulation of knowledge 
at an exponential accelerating rate.

At Caltech, 1 = 2. 
Caltech requires double  
the concentration and  
effort; as a consequence, 
you get double the benefits.

As in, from the one Caltech comes a seemingly  
infinite amount of potential and creativity.

CIT = U/∞eiπ = -1

When I graduated from Caltech, I applied for  
this license plate, which is the polar coordinates  

equation for the number 1, which Caltech is.

Excellence through mathematical calculations at Caltech 
Excellence equals minds creatively challenged

1 Ò ∞ 

Caltech = ex
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